Holme Grange School is a friendly and vibrant community where people matter, results count and a passion for excellence drives everything we do. We are a School with a real heart and soul, where we look beyond the grades to offer a breadth of opportunity which allows every pupil to flourish and every staff member to develop and succeed.

Our inspirational teachers are committed to delivering a rich curriculum and programme of co-curricular activities which challenge our pupils to explore ideas for themselves. We feed our pupils’ minds, but we also care passionately about their character development and happiness. Our approach to education means that Holme Grange School pupils achieve the very best exam results and are also compassionate, authentic young people with strong values, keen to make a positive difference in the world. Our Educational Support Staff are the backbone of our School, and are dedicated to supporting our aim of creating an intellectually rigorous and challenging academic environment which runs smoothly and efficiently.

Holme Grange School has approximately 550 pupils aged between 3 and 16 and is set in beautiful grounds.
Great Benefits:

- Competitive Salary
- Bespoke programme for personal development
- Opportunities to work with key educationalists
- Complimentary School Lunches
- Fee reduction for children attending the School
- Contributory Pension Scheme
- “Sodexo” Generous Discount Programme
- Staff social events and wellbeing sessions
- Fun themes like ‘Secret Admirer Week’
- Excellent transport links
- Working as part of a motivated and committed team

We expect all employees to act in a manner which is consistent with the School’s Mission:

To inspire achievement beyond the bounds of expectation within an environment where every child can succeed.

Through the five aims:

- To stimulate intellectual curiosity and encourage people to embrace challenge
- Value and nurture the individual
- Develop confident, adaptable, resourceful, open-minded, resilient and above all, creative thinkers
- Equip people to be global citizens who contribute positively to society
- Promote a professional learning community, leading innovation in learning

This is a great opportunity to work with a forward thinking school that is a leader in research and development.